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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is not a new concept. We have been using Cloud Computing for ages, in one form or other. In
simple words, you can presume Cloud to be a very large server on which different services and data are stored
and you access all those for your work. The software and data that you access for your work doesn't exist on
your computer instead it's on the server. This concept of using services not stored on your system is called
Cloud Computing. Cloud computing is the trend in which resources are provided to a local client on an ondemand basis, usually by means of the internet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

carbon dioxide, with negative impacts on the
environment.

Secondly,

a

common

economic

Cloud computing is a new and promising paradigm

objective of Cloud providers is to minimize their total

which delivers computing as a utility [1]. It provides

deployment and operational costs.

computation, software, data access, and storage
services through the Internet. Key advantages include

We have been using Cloud Computing for ages, in one

that users can scale on demand their computing and
data storage services without the traditional large

form or other. In simple words, you can presume
Cloud to be a very large server on which different

upfront investment in computing infrastructure. This

services and data are stored and you access all those

has led to huge investments over the last few years in

for your work.

building large-scale data centres, due to the massive

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

growth in demand for high performance, Cloud data
and computational services. As Cloud computing
becomes more widespread, these increasing data

Here, I presenting the comparison of the five papers

storage and computation needs raise the energy

whose literature review had been conducted by me on

consumption of their large infrastructures. Thus

the basis of few important parameter, which helped

energy consumption has become a critical concern in

me to overcome the problems regarding issues and

designing modern Cloud systems. Firstly, the high

some energy management issues in cloud computing

energy consumption of data centres often results in

of all the five papers.

consumption of electricity produced by “brown”
generation facilities, resulting in high emission of
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III. INTRODUCTION OF BASE TECHNIQUE
Literature Review
MCC: Mobile cloud computing (MCC) is one
The title of paper is “A Resource Scheduling
Algorithm of Cloud Computing based on Energy

amongst the evolving mobile technology trends that
mixes the benefits of each mobile computing and

Efficient Optimization Methods.” The technology
used in this approach is Resource scheduling. The

cloud

paper was published in year 2012.

in mobile devices. The applications with serious

Authors: Liang Luo, Wenjun Wu, Dichen Di,Fei

computation tasks are transferred to the cloud and

Zhang,Yizhou Yan,Yaokuan Mao.

computing.

Mobile

cloud

computing

technology will scale back the energy consumption

solely the results are sent back to the mobile device.
This reduces the interval and consequently the

The title of paper is “Efficient Techniques for Energy

consumed power.

Optimization in Mobile Cloud Computing.” The
technology used in this approach is Offloading
Meathod. The paper was published in year 2015.
Authors: Khadijah S. Bahwaireth, Lo’ai Tawalbeh
Anas Basalamah, Yaser Jararweh, and
Mohammad Tawalbeh.

SLA: AN optimisation algorithmic program for
dynamic placement of Virtual Machines (VMs) for
inexperienced cloud computing was given. The
OpenFlow switch was utilised to realize high speed
traffic to satisfy the SLA demand.

The title of paper is “A Trust and Reputation system

VM Placement: putting virtual machines supported

for energy optimization in Cloud data centres” The

peak load will cause several idle resources, increasing

technology used in this approach is Reputation -

prices and energy consumption. However, putting
virtual machines supported the typical load may result

Aware VMC consolidation Algorithm. The paper was
published in year 2015.
Authors: Ignacio Aransay∗, Marina Zapater∗Patricia
Arroba∗ and Jos´e M. Moya∗

in an exceedingly lower QoS and user expertise.
Consequently, solely sturdy powerful robust virtual
machine placement theme will meet the wants of a
range of resource load dynamic changes and win a

The title of paper is “The Ɛ-PUC-Fit algorithm:
optimization of the current allocation of virtual

balance of value, energy consumption, QoS and user
expertise.

machines in cloud computing for energy efficiency”

EEKnKA Algo. : Cloud information centres are Janus-

The technology used in this approach is The Ɛ-PUC-

faced with the intense drawback of skyrocketing
FIT Algorithm . The paper was published in year 2015. energy consumption. Thus, the matter of virtual
Authors: Fábio A. Pandolfo, Alcides Calsavara, Luiz machine placement for energy saving is
changing
Lima Jr.,Sediane C. L. Hernandes.

into a crucial issue. Considering varied needs of cloud
suppliers and users, a many-objective virtual machine

The title of paper is “Energy-Efficient Many-Objective

placement model is made to attenuate energy

Virtual Machine Placement Optimization in a Cloud

consumption and maximize

Computing Environment ” The technology used in
this approach is Energy-efficient KnEA (EEKnEA)
algorithm. The paper was published in year 2015.
Authors: X. Ye, Y. Yin and L. Lan

IV. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS TOOLS
 KVM
KVM(Kernel-base Virtual Machine) is AN open
supply hypervisor for UNIX system running on x86
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hardware. It contains virtualization extensions (Intel

Debian, openSUSE, and Red Hat Enterprise LINUX

Vermont or AMD-V). With KVM, you'll be able to

5.x.

run multiple virtual machines (VMs) running
unqualified UNIX system or Windows pictures.

 OpenNebula

KVM is AN upstream hypervisor. Being upstream
means that every Linux distribution ships with
KVM. As the Linux kernel gets updates, KVM takes

OpenNebula is Associate in Nursing open supply kit
for cloud computing. It permits you to create and

advantage of them automatically. KVM is supported

manage personal clouds with Xen, KVM, and VMware

in Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Ubuntu, and SUSE

ESX, and hybrid clouds with Amazon EC2 and

Linux Enterprise Server

alternative suppliers through Deltacloud adaptors. The
remote public cloud supplier can be an advert cloud
service supplier like Amazon, or it can be a partner

 Deltacloud

personal cloud running a distinct OpenNebula
Deltacloud is Associate in Nursing open supply project

instance

started last year by Red Hat. it's currently Associate in
Nursing Apache brooder project, not simply a Red Hat
endeavour.

Deltacloud

abstracts

the

VII. FUTUER WORK

variations

between clouds and maps a cloud client's application
programming interface (API) into the API of variety

Of all the problems that I even have well-versed.

of in style clouds, together with Amazon EC2, GoGrid, Among them Energy management problems is that
OpenNebula, and Rackspace. Drivers for Terre mark

the major problems. whereas reading into its tangled

and vCloud are going to be accessible within the close

details, I in person believe which will be a lot of

to future. As a result, Deltacloud may be a means of
sanction native and managing a heterogeneous cloud

improved to what it's currently and by doing this may
wish to contribute to any enhancements of the

virtualization infrastructure.

technologies creating them a lot of inerrant .As future
work, we are going to investigate many Cloud settings

 Eucalyptus

and propose new optimisation policies which is able to

Eucalyptus Community Cloud may be a sandbox

minimize the dioxide emissions of Cloud environment,
we are going to integrate energy price rate into our

surroundings within which you'll take a look at drive

new models in differing environmental impact and to

and experiment with Eucalyptus. it's a personal cloud

attenuate the whole energy price

platform that implements the Amazon specification
for EC2 as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).

V.CONCLUSION

Eucalyptus conforms to each the syntax and also the
linguistics definition of the Amazon API and power

Analysing the dynamics of energy consumption in

suite, with few exceptions. Eucalyptus conjointly

Cloud environments is important and valuable for

makes accessible body functionalities, like user

developing

management,

network

management and techniques for inexperienced Cloud

configuration for
personal clouds.

Computing. during this paper, we've got conferred
Associate in Nursing energy consumption model for

Eucalyptus targets UNIX systems that use KVM and

scheming the whole energy consumption in Cloud

Xen for virtualization. it's been prepacked for

environments.

inclusion within the nine.04 unharnessed of Ubuntu,

Associate in Nursing energy consumption analysis

and alternative Eucalyptus packages exist for CentOS,

tool and empirical energy analysis approaches getting

storage

configuration,

management, and hypervisor
managing and maintaining

economical

we've

got
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conjointly

resource

delineated
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used in our investigation. we have a tendency to treat
one task as a unit and live the energy made by the
task underneath numerous configurations.
The correlation of system performance and energy
consumed area unit extracted supported the analytical
results. These experimental analysis results area unit
crucial

for

developing

energy

management

mechanisms to scale back the energy consumption
whereas achieving the expected system performance
for Cloud.
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